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Why Aid-to-GDP Ratios?

Abstract

Virtually all aid-growth regression studies normalize aid by dividing it by GDP. This
paper questions the usefulness of this practice: First, there are no clear theoretical
reasons for this normalization unless one assumes that donors allocate aid-to-GDP
ratios. Second, using aid-to-GDP ratios introduces econometric problems that most
likely introduce a downward bias for the aid-growth relationship. We illustrate this
point by running simulations from a neo-classical growth model in which aid does not
affect growth by construction but find strong negative and in some cases also positive
correlations when using aid-to-GDP ratios. When we bring our analysis to the data
focusing on the last 20 years of development aid practice, we find a robust positive and
statistically significant relationship between aid and growth when using total aid, and
we find a mostly negative and insignificant relationship when using the aid-to-GDP
ratio.
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1 Introduction

Virtually all aid-growth regression studies normalize aid by dividing it by GDP. We surveyed

48 papers with an aid-growth regression focusing on papers that appeared after 2000 and

found that 92% of these papers use aid-to-GDP ratios as their aid measure.1 This practice

started with the very first aid-growth regression we are aware off. Papanek (1973) runs this

regression with aid expressed as a percentage of GDP, however, his normalization choice is

not discussed.2 Papanek’s paper was written in the spirit of the Financing-Gap theory based

on the Harrod-Domar growth model, where a target growth rate can be achieved by meeting

a target savings rate. Foreign aid, then, was seen as an instrument to prop up low domestic

savings rates in poor countries. Since these rates are expressed as a percent of GDP, one

may then be inclined to do the same for aid. Since then virtually all papers in that literature

followed Papanek’s lead.

Consistency with the existing literature is one reason to use the aid-to-GDP ratio in a

growth regression, but there may be other reasons for this practice. For example, one may

argue that a million dollars of aid may have a larger impact in a small economy as compared

to a large economy. Aid-to-GDP ratios may better control for the size of an economy.

However, this will depend on the underlying model one uses. For example, if aid finances an

infrastructure project such as a bridge, then the impact of this bridge on an economy may

depend more on how many trucks can cross the bridge in a given amount of time and less on

whether the trucks crossing that bridge carry products with a high value added (high GDP)

or low value added (low GDP). In this case, aid per capita may be the more appropriate

normalization. Or, if aid finances pure public goods such as a knowledge transfer or state

capacity building, then the impact may not depend on population size nor on the size of

the economy altogether. In this case, total aid may be the appropriate normalization. But

1The bulk of the remainder of the papers uses aid per capita.
2There are earlier regression studies, but they lumped aid together with other types of foreign resource

flows. For a discussion of this literature see Papanek (1973) and Mosley (1980). Thus, to our knowledge
Papanek (1973) is the first paper to run a proper growth-aid regression.
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from an empirical perspective it is obvious that multivariate regression analysis allows the

introduction of proper controls for such economy or population size effects without the need

of melting such controls with the aid measure.

In this paper, we question the appropriateness of the practice to use aid-to-GDP ratios.

There are no clear theoretical reasons to do so unless one assumes that donors allocate aid-to-

GDP ratios instead of just aid as proposed by the Financing-Gap theory. We believe it is hard

to justify such a theory. More importantly, to use aid-to-GDP ratios introduces econometric

problems that most likely create a downward bias for the aid-growth relationship. We call

it the aid normalization bias (ANB). We demonstrate this in several ways: First, based on

existing econometric theory we show how such a bias can occur in an aid-growth regression.

Here, we follow the work of Kronmal (1993), but adjust his presentation to better fit an

aid-effectiveness study. Second, we illustrate the ANB by running simulations using a neo-

classical growth model in which aid does not affect growth by construction but find strong

negative and in some cases also positive correlations when using the aid-to-GDP ratio.3

Third, in the empirical part of the paper we present regression results using aid and per

capita GDP growth data between 1995 and 2014 that support our conjectures from the

simulation experiments. The empirical analysis focuses on years after the 1980s as this

includes the post cold war era only where one would conjecture that aid has become less

politicized. In addition, there is evidence that donor aid allocations during this time period

have become more policy- and poverty-selective (Dollar and Levine, 2006; Annen and Knack,

2018). The results show a positive and statistically significant correlation between aid and

growth when we use total aid as our independent variable, but we find no correlation or a

significant negative correlation when using aid-to-GDP ratios. Furthermore, we find that

our estimates are fairly robust across specifications and samples when using total aid, but

change quite substantially in terms of the sign and significance of the aid coefficient when

3This section of the paper is related to work by Carter (2017) in that we use artificial data generated
from a neoclassical growth model to test the performance of an aid-growth regression. The analysis in Carter
(2017) focused on the distinction between transitory and long-run effects of aid, whereas the analysis in the
present paper is focused on identifying problems related to the normalization of aid.
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using aid-to-GDP ratios. Our analysis suggests that aid effectiveness studies should not use

aid-to-GDP ratios.

The public debate on the usefulness of foreign aid is contentious with academics and other

stake holders deeply divided on the issue. It is clear that aid-growth regressions contribute to

this debate. For example, Easterly (2003) gives an insightful description of the tremendous

impact the study by Burnside and Dollar (2000) had on policy makers and development

practitioners. Similarly, Swanson (2015) in her Washington Post blog about the Nobel-

winning economist Angus Deaton entitled “Why trying to help poor countries might actually

hurt them” presents a scatter plot taken from Rajan and Subramanian (2008) that shows

a statistically significant negative correlation between the aid-to-GDP ratio and income per

capita growth. Why is the aid-to-GDP ratio used in such a plot? Our paper shows that

such plots may be misleading. In fact, when replicating this plot with total aid, the slope

coefficient remains negative but it is no longer statistically significant. Given the weight such

regressions receive in policy debates, an analysis of the effects that the aid normalization

choice may have on the estimated regression coefficients is important.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a review of the

relevant literature. Section 3 presents simulation experiments of how aid-to-GDP ratios in-

troduce a bias in aid-growth regressions. Section 4 presents aid-growth regressions focusing

on the 20 years after 1995. Here, we want to test whether the conjectures derived from our

simulation experiments show up in the data. Section 5 concludes by discussing the implica-

tions of our analysis for aid effectiveness studies and the public debate on the usefulness of

foreign aid.

2 Literature Review

Although a large majority of aid effectiveness studies use the aid-to-GDP ratio, there are

only a few papers that discuss the aid normalization choice. In fact, Easterly (2003) com-
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ments on a lack of theoretical models on the aid growth relationship which help to pin down

the specification needed for empirical analysis. In the current paper we contribute to the lit-

erature by demonstrating that the aid normalization choice matters; and, more importantly,

we explain why.

The theoretical support for at least most of the early empirical work on aid effectiveness

is provided by the Solow (1956) growth model. A presentation of the Solow model with aid

is provided by Dalgaard and Erickson (2006), and in their study the aid-to-GDP ratio is

treated as a fixed parameter. Although no explanation is provided for this restriction, it was

probably imposed for technical convenience. If the aid-to-GDP ratio is fixed in the Solow

model, then aid will have an effect on the level of income in the long-run, but not on the speed

of convergence. In addition, with a fixed aid-to-GDP ratio a closed-form analytical solution

exists for the transitional dynamics in the model. In Section 3 of our analysis we follow

Dalgaard and Erickson (2006) by calibrating a version of the Solow model with aid, but we

relax their restriction on having a fixed aid-to-GDP ratio. The goal of our calibration and

simulation exercise is to test the performance of an aid-growth regression, whereas the model

in Dalgaard and Erickson (2006) is calibrated to quantify the impact of aid on growth. In

fact, in our simulations the model is constructed so that aid will have no impact on growth,

nonetheless when an econometric analysis is performed on the artificial data it reveals a

statistical relationship (or bias) between aid and growth when aid is measured as a fraction

of GDP.

A critique of the Solow approach applied to study aid effectiveness is that savings be-

haviour is exogenously given, and therefore unaffected by inflows of foreign aid. In response

to this critique, theoretical work on aid effectiveness has been extended to models that al-

low savings to be endogenous. For example, Dalgaard and Erickson (2006) and Annen and

Kosempel (2009) quantifiy the impact of foreign aid within the Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans

(RCK) model; and Dalgaard, Hansen, and Tarp (2004) and Dalgaard and Erickson (2006)

study aid flows within the framework of a two period Diamond model. In all of these studies
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foreign aid enters the theoretical framework in per capita units. There are probably two

reasons for this. First, no matter the restrictions imposed on aid flows, these models tend

not to have closed-form solutions. Therefore, assuming a constant aid-to-GDP ratio will not

ease the burden of the calculations, as it did in the Solow model. Second, for these models

to be structurally accurate it is important to correctly model the aid allocation mechanism

that donors use. In these models agents solve dynamic optimization problems, and aid allo-

cations both present and future will impact their consumption and savings decisions. If aid

enters as a fraction of GDP, then this will reveal information about future aid levels that

will be factored into the agents’ decisions. For example, if development occurs rapidly and

donors target aid-to-GDP ratios (as in the Financing-Gap theory), then aid also must grow

rapidly. We believe it is hard to justify such a theory. Accordingly, these theoretical models

use aid-per-capita instead of aid-to-GDP.

There are also a few papers that discuss the aid normalization choice on empirical

grounds. For example, Fielding and Knowles (2011) find that the sign and significance

of coefficients on foreign aid variables in crosscountry panel growth regressions are very sen-

sitive to the way that aid is measured. Including terms in aid per capita instead of aid as a

fraction of GDP completely changes the results. However, they do not argue in favour of a

particular way of measuring aid as we do.

To our knowledge, Arndt, Jones, and Tarp (2015, p. 9) is the only empirical paper that

provides an argument for using the aid-to-GDP ratio in aid effectiveness regressions as “[r]aw

values are not informative due to differences in income and population between countries.”

As argued earlier whether total aid values are informative or not will depend on the exact

mechanism through which aid affects output in an economy. If aid finances a public good,

then the use of total aid will be appropriate. In addition, if scaling matters — i.e. there

are heterogeneous treatment effects – say – of an extra million dollar of total aid related to

differences in income and population among countries — then one way to econometrically

deal with such scale effects is to use an interaction term in addition to having total aid and
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the scale variable separately in a regression.4 There is no need to melt variables that control

for scale with the aid measure. Arndt, Jones, and Tarp (2015) also argue for using the

aid-to-GDP ratio as other values make the interpretation of regression results more difficult,

given that many macro measures are expressed as a fraction of GDP and given that the

real cost for the provision of public goods increases with GDP. Convenience in terms of the

interpretation of regression results is useful, but the main point of our paper is to show

that this convenience comes at a cost: Using aid-to-GDP ratios most likely introduces a

downward bias for the aid-growth relationship.

In an earlier study, Arndt, Jones, and Tarp (2010) use aid-per-capita as the dependent

variable in the first stage of their IV analysis, but use aid-to-GDP in the second stage of the

analysis. They claim that aid per capita should be used in the first stage “. . . as the dependent

variable which accords closely with the explicit aid allocation rules used by donors, such as

the World Bank”.5 It is not entirely clear to us, however, whether this characterization

is accurate as the IDA’s allocation mechanism is performance based and allocations are

typically not strictly related to population other than that aid caps are expressed in per

capita terms (see IDA15, 2008; Annen and Knack, 2019). From that perspective, we believe

that using total aid is plausible as aid allocation rules by donors typically are not strictly

related to population nor to GDP.

In order to avoid the ANB, we propose to use the log of total aid instead of aid-to-GDP.

Note that Juselius, Møller, and Tarp (2014) also point to the possibility that the use of ratios

can “significantly influence the results unless the implied parameter restriction is empirically

valid.” They show that for the sample of Sub-Saharan countries such a restriction is not

valid. Accordingly, they use the natural log of total aid in their subsequent analysis. In our

analysis we use the natural log of total aid, where we convert aid amounts into PPP adjusted

4For example, Kronmal (1993) proposes to use interaction terms in order to avoid the problem of spurious
correlations when using ratio variables in regressions. In our empirical work, we did run regressions that
include an interaction term between log of total aid and the log of population and found the interaction term
not to be statistically significant.

5Arndt, Jones, and Tarp (2010, p. 12)
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dollars in order to account for the real cost of providing public goods with aid funded flows.

We recognize that this is not perfect as the basket of goods used for the calculation of PPPs

is not representative of the basket of goods a donor would typically use for implementing aid

projects. To take the natural logarithm is often done in time-series analysis with trending

variable. Here, it addresses also potential non-linearity in terms of the scale of aid, which in

our context is useful.

This is not the first paper to observe that “the scaling exercise” of dividing by the size

of an economy can introduce econometric biases leading to spurious results. For example,

Brunnschweiler and Bulte (2008) refer to problems when studying the relationship between

natural resources and income per capita growth. In the resource literature, the ratio of

resource exports to GDP is often used as a measure of natural resources. Brunnschweiler

and Bulte (2008) point out that the ratio depends on economic policies, institutions and

other factors that affect GDP, which then makes it endogenous. In order to avoid the bias,

they use resource stocks per capita as their preferred measure of resource abundance.6 This

channel of introducing endogeneity would also apply in our context.

There is also a literature in Sociology discussed in Kronmal (1993) that shows that using

ratio variables can lead to spurious correlations. In this literature the ratios typically use

population size as the denominator. In the present paper, we show that such spurious

correlations emerge when studying the impact of aid on growth when using aid-to-GDP

ratios. To demonstrate this consider the case of “one independent variable ratio,” which is

analyzed in Section 4 in Kronmal’s paper. Specifically, consider the following model:

g = β0 + Y −11nβ1/Y + AβA + ε, (1)

where n denotes the number of aid recipients, g is an n × 1 vextor of growth observations,

Y is an n × n diagonal matrix containing values for our aid normalization variable (GDP),

6The work by Brunnschweiler and Bulte (2008) got subsequently criticized by van der Ploeg and Poelhekke
(2010), who show that their resource measure also has endogeneity problems due to the fact of how the World
Bank calculates resource stocks.
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and A is an n×1 vector of aggregate aid values. Assume that the independent variables and

the error term in (1) are uncorrelated. Note that aid and GDP enter separately into (1).

Consider now the alternative model given by

g = α0 + Y −1AαA/Y + ϕ. (2)

The regression equation (2) now uses an aid ratio variable, where aid values are divided by

the normalization values in Y . The estimated OLS regression coefficient α̂A/Y in (2) equals

α̂A/Y = (A′Y −1
′
Y −1A)−1A′Y −1

′
g. (3)

Now if (1) is the “correct” specification but we estimate (2), maybe for reasons discussed ear-

lier, then the estimated regression coefficient on aid-to-GDP can be derived by substituting

(1) into (3):

α̂A/Y = (A′Y −1
′
Y −1A)−1A′Y −1

′
Y −11nβ1/Y + (A′Y −1

′
Y −1A)−1A′Y −1

′
AβA +

+(A′Y −1
′
Y −1A)−1A′Y −1

′
1nβ0 + (A′Y −1

′
Y −1A)−1A′Y −1

′
ε.

The last two terms in this expression equal zero, because A and Y are exogenous as assumed

earlier. We then obtain

α̂A/Y = β̂Y −1,Y −1Aβ1/Y + β̂A,Y −1AβA, (4)

where β̂y,x denotes a predicted regression coefficient of a regression of y on x. The key to see

in (4) is that it is possible for α̂A/Y to be non-zero even when there is no relationship between

aid and growth, i.e. βA = 0. This happens when both β̂Y −1,Y −1A and β1/Y are non-zero. If

our normalization variable Y is GDP, then this is likely the case. Growth and GDP are

correlated, certainly then, when controlling for initial GDP. As our experiments below will

show, the sign of β1/Y depends on the GDP dynamics we are considering. For example, if
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growth is a random draw every year, then growth and current income are positively correlated

conditional on initial income. In this case, β1/Y < 0 producing a negative ANB. On the other

hand, if incomes converge, then average growth and income are negatively correlated. In this

case, β1/Y > 0 producing a positive ANB. Finally, note that if A and Y are not exogenous,7

then this endogeneity will also be channeled through α̂A/Y .

3 Analysis and Simulation Experiments

To illustrate the econometric analysis above, we generate artificial datasets from models in

which aid will have no actual effect on the level of GDP or investment. In the simulations,

all aid is consumed. Therefore, the econometric methods used to analyze the artificial data

should not reveal a relationship between aid and growth. If a relationship is detected, then

this reveals a bias created by our data analytics.

3.1 Random Growth Experiment

Consider a set of 100 identical recipient countries, where for each recipient i the growth rate

of GDP per capita every year is

gi,t = θi,t + γi,t, (5)

where θi,t and γi,t each are randomly drawn from a normal distribution:

θi,t ∼ iidN(θ, σ2
θ), (6)

γi,t ∼ iidN(γ, σ2
γ). (7)

Therefore, growth amounts to the combination of two independent random draws for every

recipient-year pair from two distributions that remain constant over time. We assume that

θi,t is observable, whereas γi,t is not. A component of growth is assumed to be observable to

7This would be true if donors allocate more aid to poorer countries.
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identify the effects that an omitted variable has on the results of a growth regression, and

particularly on the ANB.

Assume further that all recipients receive a random amount of aid, where aid for recipient

i in year t equals

Ai,t = zi,tA0(1 + φ)t, (8)

and the random component zi,t of aid is derived as follows:

ln zi,t ∼ iidN(0, σ2
z). (9)

The parameters A0 and φ are the common initial aid allocation and growth rate of aid,

respectively.

Let these economies grow for 30 years and then calculate the average growth rate and the

average aid-to-GDP ratio over these years. Parameter values used in this simulation exercise

are not particularly important. Nonetheless, we choose values to match the following averages

in our dataset:8 an average initial aid-to-GDP ratio of 8%; an average annual growth rate

of aid of 4%; and an average annual growth rate of GDP per capita and standard deviation

for aid recipients of 2.6% and 5%, respectively. We set θ = γ = 1.3% and σ2
θ = σ2

γ = 2.5% to

match these numbers. All countries are assumed to have a common population growth rate

of 1.4% per year, so that aid-to-GDP has no long run trend. Finally, we set aid volatility

at σ2
z = 0.53, which is equal to the log of the average standard deviation across years of the

ratios of total aid to average aid in a given year in our sample.

In this experiment, aid and income are determined by independent processes. Clearly,

aid does not affect growth rates, so by construction aid should be uncorrelated with growth.

However, Figure 1, which plots this relationship, shows a clear negative correlation between

aid (measured by the aid-to-GDP ratio) and growth. The intuition for this is straightforward:

Countries that have grown much relative to others in average – for random reasons – have a

8The countries included in our full sample are depicted in the scatter plot shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 1: Aid-growth relationship with random growth

low aid measure as high growth translates into higher GDP, which reduces the aid-to-GDP

ratio. Likewise, countries that have grown little relative to others in average, have a high

aid measure as low growth rates translate into a lower GDP, and therefore a higher aid-to-

GDP ratio. Notice that this experiment controls for initial income levels as typically done

in aid-growth regressions because countries are assumed to be identical initially.

Table 1 confirms the negative relationship between the aid-to-GDP ratio and growth

showing that this relationship is significant at the 1 percent level in Column (I). The results

in Column (I) predict incorrectly that a one-percent point increase in aid reduces growth by

a third of a percentage point. Note that by performing a few additional regressions we can

reconstruct the estimated aid-to-GDP coefficient by using (4). The coefficient β̂Y −1,Y −1A =

0.00045 and β̂1/Y = −712.65. Multiplying the two yields −0.3207 which is close to the

estimate of -0.3353 shown in Column (I). Column (II) runs a regression between growth

and θ, as we have assumed that θ is observable. We observe a one-to-one relationship,

which is expected. Increasing θ by one percentage point increases growth by one percentage

point. Note also that the R-squared is 50% and exactly matches its expected value, as θ is

constructed to produce half of the variation in growth rates. However, when we add the aid-
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to-GDP ratio in Column (III) that coefficient now drops quite a bit, and we observe that the

coefficient for the aid-to-GDP ratio is still negative and highly significant. Thus, some of the

effect of θ on growth is channeled through our aid measure. The R-squared increases to 66%,

which happens despite the fact that aid has no relationship with growth by construction. In

addition, when not controlling for θ, the coefficient on the aid-to-GDP ratio is substantially

larger in absolute value (Column I) as compared to when we control for θ (Column III). Thus,

we can conclude that the failure to properly control for variables affecting growth increases

the ANB. Finally, Column (IV) shows a regression that uses total aid instead of the aid-to-

GDP ratio as a comparison. Here, the aid coefficient is not significant – which of course is

expected – and the coefficient on θ and the R-squared have the expected magnitudes.

Table 1: Aid and Growth in Random Growth Experiment

(I) (II) (III) (IV)

Aid-to-GDP Ratio -0.3353∗∗∗ -0.2244∗∗∗

(0.0303) (0.0331)

θ 1.0140∗∗∗ 0.5866∗∗∗ 0.9997∗∗∗

(0.1016) (0.1052) (0.1044)

Total Aid -0.0182
(0.0285)

Constant 5.7379∗∗∗ 1.2490∗∗∗ 3.9206∗∗∗ 1.5799∗∗∗

(0.2882) (0.1437) (0.4120) (0.5389)

N 100 100 100 100
R-squared 0.56 0.50 0.66 0.51

When repeating the random growth experiment a thousand times, we
obtain an average coefficient of -0.281 and -0.174 for the aid-to-GDP
ratio corresponding to Columns (I) and (III), respectively. The average
coefficient for θ equals 0.9992 and 0.7706 corresponding to Columns (II)
and (III), respectively.

Here, we assumed that aid is allocated randomly. But note that if poorer countries get

more aid, as it is the case in reality (see Alesina and Dollar, 2000; Annen and Moers, 2017;

Annen and Knack, 2018), then the negative correlation shown in Figure 1 is exacerbated

as this increases the aid measure of low growth recipients and decreases it for high growth

recipients. Thus, a more realistic aid allocation scenario in our experiment – in which donors

are poverty selective – increases the negative bias between aid and growth.
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3.2 Divergence Experiment

In the following we show that strong biases also emerge when growth happens as explained

by a standard version of the Solow growth model. We work with this model because it

has been used to provide the theoretical support for most empirical aid research. Variables

are expressed in discrete time. Consider again a set of 100 recipient countries that are

initially identical, that is, they have common initial endowments of capital K0, labour L0,

and technology X0. Parameter values, with the exception of the savings rate si, are also

identical. The only other difference between countries is in their aid allocation, which is

randomly drawn from a distribution that is identical across countries and time. Here, aid is

allocated the same as in the previous experiment. This part of the analysis is not essential

but will guarantee that the observed relationship between aid and growth in the model is

not perfectly linear. The equations that describe the model economics are (8), (9), and:

Yi,t = (XtLt)
1−αKα

i,t, (10)

Xt = X0(1 + g)t, (11)

Lt = L0(1 + n)t, (12)

Ki,t+1 = Ii,t + (1− δ)Ki,t, (13)

Ii,t = siYi,t, (14)

Ci,t = (1− si)Yi, + Ai,t, (15)

where all notation is as in the macroeconomics and development literature. Notice that in

this setting all aid is consumed, and therefore by construction it will have no actual effects

on capital investment or output. Economies will differ in their steady-state income levels,

and these differences are fully captured by the savings rate. We assume that each country

has a savings rate that is randomly drawn from a uniform distribution between sL and sH ,

Prob(si = s) =
1

sH − sL
for s ∈ [sL, sH ]. (16)
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Figure 2: Aid-growth relationship with diverging countries

We calculate growth rates and aid statistics for 100 artificial economies over a 30 year

transition period. The model is calibrated using parameter values common in the literature

or to match averages in our dataset of aid recipients: α = 1/3, g = 2.6%, n = 1.4%,

δ = 10%, s ∈ [0.09, 0.50], φ = 4%, and A0/Y0 = 8%. Furthermore, Y0 is chosen such that

the country with the average savings rate is in its steady state. All other countries will

experience transitional growth. Aid volatility σ2
z is set at 0.53 as before. Notice that all

the growth differences across countries happen because of transitional dynamics, as each

artificial economy has the same steady-state growth rate g + n. Again, we find a negative

correlation between our aid measure and growth, even though aid does not contribute to

growth by construction as shown in Figure 2.

Column (I) in Table 2 confirms the strong negative relationship shown in Figure 2.

This relationship is statistically highly significant: Increasing the aid-to-GDP ratio by one

percentage point reduces growth by a little bit less than a third of a percentage point. Column

(II) in this table adds the savings rate as a control. We know that in average, countries with

a higher savings rate have a higher growth rate, because countries are initially identical and

they only differ by their steady-state income level. This regression shows that the aid-to-
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GDP ratio is negatively and significantly correlated with growth. The key insight here is

that controlling for the steady state level of income, which here is defined by the savings

rate s, does not remove the ANB. We find a negative and statistically significant relationship

between aid and growth. Similar than in Table 1, we find that the ANB increases in the

extent our regression fails to properly control for variables that affect growth as the aid

coefficient in Column (I) is substantially larger than in Column (II). Also, some of the effect

of savings on growth is channeled through the aid measure as the coefficient for savings in

Column (II) is smaller than in Column (III). Noteworthy is also the high R-squared of 70%

in Column (I), even though we know that aid does not affect growth by construction. The

regression reported in Column (IV) confirms this: there is no correlation between total aid

and growth.

Table 2: Aid and Growth with Divergence

(I) (II) (III) (IV)

Aid-to-GDP Ratio -0.3176∗∗∗ -0.0338∗∗∗

(0.0210) (0.0119)

Savings Rate 5.7724∗∗∗ 6.2362∗∗∗ 6.2410∗∗∗

(0.1980) (0.1169) (0.1189)

Total Aid 0.1321
(0.5139)

Constant 6.1242∗∗∗ 1.6642∗∗∗ 1.1997∗∗∗ 1.1663∗∗∗

(0.2075) (0.1669) (0.0374) (0.1353)

N 100 100 100 100
R-squared 0.70 0.97 0.97 0.97

3.3 Convergence Experiment

Consider now a different simulation exercise with recipients in a Solow growth setting, but

this time recipients are identical except for their endowment of capital Ki,0. The initial

capital stocks will be drawn from a uniform distribution between KL and KH .9 Again, we

assume that growth happens as explained in a standard Solow model. In particular, we

9Values for these supports are chosen so that average growth rates for the artificial economies range
between -2% and 10%, which is consistent with the majority of counties in our sample of aid recipients.
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assume that all countries have an identical savings rate (s=20%), which implies that they

will all convergence in income levels and growth rates. The economies in our model are

allowed to grow for 30 years, where s ∗ Y is added to the capital stock in every year.

As before, economic growth happens because of transitional dynamics. But now initial

income is perfectly correlated with growth, as initially poor countries will catch up to the

income level in the wealthy countries. Here, a high aid measure, due to having low initial in-

come, is associated with high growth, and this produces a strong positive correlation between

our aid measure and growth that is statistically highly significant, as reported in Column (I)

in Table 3. Running a regression conditional on initial income will not remove the correla-

tion between our aid measure and income per capita growth. This time, this correlation is

positive, as reported in Column (II). The coefficient for initial income is negative, which is

expected because countries converge by construction. We confirm a similar finding as in the

previous two tables, which states that the ANB increases in the extent the regression fails to

properly control for variables that affect growth. The aid coefficient is substantially larger

in Column (I) than in Column (II), which adds the control for initial income. Also, the

convergence coefficient is smaller in Column (II) than in Column (III), which again suggests

that some of the income effect on growth is channeled through the aid measure. Finally,

Column (IV) confirms that there is no correlation between total aid and growth.

Table 3: Aid and Growth with Convergence

(I) (II) (III) (IV)

Aid-to-GDP Ratio 1.3018∗∗∗ 0.7903∗∗∗

(0.0542) (0.1109)

Initial GDPpc -0.0984∗∗∗ -0.2215∗∗∗ -0.2212∗∗∗

(0.0192) (0.0103) (0.0104)

Total Aid 0.1665
(0.6540)

Constant -5.3147∗∗∗ -0.6374 6.0683∗∗∗ 5.8232∗∗∗

(0.3201) (0.9559) (0.2092) (0.9851)

N 100 100 100 100
R-squared 0.85 0.89 0.83 0.83

Notice that the last two simulations considered countries where growth is driven by
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the process of transitional dynamics to a steady-state. If countries have different steady

state growth rates then the analysis shown in Table 1 applies. For example, Bernanke and

Gürkaynak (2001) show that total factor productivity rates vary considerably across countries

and in fact are positively correlated with each country’s savings rate, which suggests that

using aid-to-GDP measures produces a negative correlation between that aid measure and

growth also in the long run.

To sum up, if economies do not converge in their steady-state growth rates, then using an

aid-to-GDP measure produces a negative correlation between that aid measure and growth

when aid does not affect growth rates. This scenario applies in the long-run. If growth is

mostly determined by transitional dynamics, then the correlation between aid-to-GDP ratio

and growth can be positive or negative depending on whether countries are “catching up”

(positive correlation) or “diverging” (negative correlation). By “diverging” we mean coun-

tries that are more similar initially but then converge to their respective steady state so that

income differences across countries increase. Evidence of increased in-between country in-

come inequality (Bourguignon and Morrisson, 2002) points more to such a diverging pattern

than a converging one in the data. Exploring such data is what we consider next.

4 Aid Effectiveness in the Last 20 Years

In this section we estimate aid-growth regressions as done in the large literature on aid

effectiveness. The main purpose of this is not to identify a causal relationship between aid

and growth but to provide evidence that the aid normalization choice matters. We also can

show that the predictions derived from our simulation exercises show up in our aid growth

regressions using actual data. Taken together, we interpret this as evidence that using aid-

to-GDP ratios is likely to downward bias the results. In fact, in all our regressions we find a

positive and often statistically highly significant relationship between aid and growth when

we use the log of total aid; whereas when using aid-to-GDP ratios, results vary a lot across
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specifications, samples, and estimation techniques with a significant positive relationship in

some regressions and a significant negative one in others.

The aid data we obtain from the OECD’s DAC database (Table 2a) and our measure

for total aid has been PPP adjusted. We include bilateral and multilateral aid as bilateral

donors allocate a substantial amount of their aid via multilateral aid agencies such as IDA

and other agencies (Milner, 2006; Rodrik, 1996; Annen and Knack, 2018). In our analysis

we use the same aid measure as in Annen and Kosempel (2009). This is a measure of gross

aid that removes debt forgiveness, emergency aid, and food aid. This brings our measure

closer to a measure of what we consider “development aid” — intended for countries to grow.

Emergency aid cannot be expected to increase growth rates (Annen and Strickland, 2017)

and to somewhat a lesser extent the same can be said about food aid. Debt forgiveness

introduces strong aid volatility as it is counted as aid at the time the debt is forgiven even

though that debt has been incurred many years ago and the forgiveness may result in very

little fiscal expansion. Fiscal expansion will of course depend on how much debt repayment

occurred before the debt relief (Cassimon, Campenhout, Ferry, and Raffinot, 2015) and

even with positive debt repayments, these yearly repayments will be of orders of magnitude

smaller than the debt forgiven at a given moment.

Our regression analysis focuses on the years between 1995 and 2014. There are good

reasons to do so as the 70s and 80s were characterized by economic turmoil in many aid

recipient countries: The oil crisis first and the debt crisis next.10 At the end of the 80s

and early 90s many recipient countries introduced economic and political reforms as many

underwent structural adjustment programs supported by the IMF and the World Bank.

There are also reasons to believe that aid at that point in time became less politicized because

of the end of the Cold War. In addition, aid allocations became more policy- and poverty

selective, particularly among multilateral agencies such as IDA or regional development banks

(e.g Dollar and Levine, 2006; Knack, Rogers, and Eubank, 2011; World Bank, 2005). This

10For example, Clemens, Radelet, Bhavnani, and Bazzi (2012) show how the inclusion of the 70s changes
panel regression results in RS, who dropped the 70s in their panel regressions.
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matters as these donors often turn out to be important donors in many recipient countries

(Annen and Knack, 2018). Furthermore, aid selectivity among donors increased during this

time period maybe because of the successful reception of the paper by Burnside and Dollar

(2000), showing that aid works in better policy environments. Even though these results

have been questioned in subsequent research, the message nevertheless had a substantial

impact on policy makers (Easterly, 2003). Aid allocation regressions confirm that policy-

and poverty-selective aid allocations increased substantially after the 1990s (Annen and

Knack, 2018, 2019).
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Figure 3: Test for Unconditional Convergence

Table 4: Descriptive Statistics by Quadrant

Q-I Q-II Q-III Q-IV

Number of Countries 35 41 37 35
Share of Population 22% 17% 11% 50%
Share of Total Aid 33% 10% 18% 39%
Avg. Aid per Capita 92 USD 237 USD 287 USD 158 USD
Avg. Aid-to-GDP Ratio 0.8% 2.0% 11.6% 5.8%
Policy (WGI) 0.25 0.04 -0.71 -0.62
Sub-Saharan Africa 6% 12% 54% 43%
East Asia Pacific 17% 7% 24% 14%

US dollar amounts are PPP adjusted. Data Source: Table 2a (OECD)
and World Development Indicators (WDI).
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Figure 3 shows a cross-section scatter plot between initial income per capita in 1995 and

average growth between 1995 and 2014 for all aid recipients in our sample. We include all

recipients in our analysis for which we have aid, GDP, and growth data with the exception

of Equatorial Guinea and Liberia that both are outliers in our sample.11 The two dashed

lines in Figure 3 are drawn at the average value for initial income and growth respectively.

The two lines divide the observations into four quadrants. There is no evidence of uncon-

ditional convergence among the poorest aid receiving countries. Countries are fairly evenly

distributed in the four quadrants.

Table 4 provides some descriptive statistics related to the four quadrants in Figure 3.

High-income-high-growth countries (Quadrant I) received a considerable amount (33%) of

total aid. The countries in the two high-growth quadrants (I and IV) received the bulk

of foreign aid with 72%. Again, this evidence cannot be used to reject the claim that aid

increases growth. Countries in the two low-income quadrants (III and IV) received 57%

of total aid, where about 68% of that went to high-growth countries. Aid appears to be

(somewhat) poverty selective as the poorer countries received more than half of total aid. In

terms of policy, we observe that higher income countries have higher policy levels, whereas

the policy levels of countries in quadrants III and IV are similar. In particular, the higher

growth performance among poorer countries seems unrelated to better policies as countries

in this quadrant have essentially the same policy level than the countries in the low growth

quadrant III. Aid per capita varies quite a bit across quadrants with quadrant III with 287

PPP adjusted USD having the largest per capita amount. Quadrant I with 92 USD has

the smallest amount. We also observe that the aid-to-GDP ratio varies substantially across

quadrants and it ranges between 0.8% in Quadrant I and 11.6% in Quadrant III. Some of

this difference among low income countries is driven by the difference in growth performance

as the ratio of aid per capita between Quadrant IV and III is smaller than the ratio of aid-

11Equatorial Guinea had an average growth rate of 15% in our sample period and Liberia was at the
heights of a civil war in 1995. Note that our econometric results are not sensitive to the exclusion of these
outlier countries.
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to-GDP between these two quadrants. The higher growth in Quadrant IV countries deflates

the aid-to-GDP ratio for these countries.

Table 5: Univariate Cross-Section-OLS Regressions 1995–2014

Total Aid (log) Aid-to-GDP

Sample Full Conv. Div. Full Conv. Div.

(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI)

Aid 0.31∗∗∗ 0.63∗∗∗ 0.00 -0.04∗∗∗ 0.14 -0.08∗∗∗

(0.08) (0.09) (0.08) (0.01) (0.09) (0.02)

Constant 0.68 -0.95∗ 2.24∗∗∗ 2.80∗∗∗ 2.38∗∗∗ 2.74∗∗∗

(0.53) (0.51) (0.56) (0.18) (0.36) (0.25)

N 148 76 72 148 76 72
R-squared 0.07 0.27 0.00 0.03 0.09 0.16
F statistic 14.13 53.49 0.00 11.23 2.21 11.15

Dependent variable is per capita GDP growth (PPP adjusted). Recipient level cluster-robust standard error
reported in parenthesis. Aid is measured in PPP adjusted USD. Full, Conv., and Div. refers to the full
sample, the sample of converging and diverging countries respectively. Significance levels : ∗ : 10 ∗∗ : 5
percent ∗ ∗ ∗ : 1 percent.

Our simulation experiment in Section 2 suggests that using aid-to-GDP ratios introduces

a negative bias among diverging and a positive bias among converging countries. These

biases show up in negative and positive correlations in aid-growth regressions when using

aid-to-GDP ratios as our aid measure. Of course, in these experiments aid had no impact

on growth by construction. With actual data, in contrast, recipients could use aid to finance

capital projects, which may then affect growth rates.

Table 6 shows the results of univariate aid-growth regressions in a cross-section using

averages in aid and growth between 1995 and 2014. The first three columns use the log of

total aid measured in PPP adjusted USD for the full sample, and the samples of converging

countries and diverging countries respectively. A country belongs to the sample of converging

countries if it is located in quadrant II and IV in Figure 3. A country belongs to the sample

of diverging countries if it is located in quadrant I or III in Figure 3. In all these three

regressions we find a positive relationship between aid and growth, although the coefficient

in the divergence sample is small. The coefficients in the full and convergence sample are each
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significant at the 1% level. The next three columns report regression results using the same

specification and samples but using the aid-to-GDP ratio as our aid measure. We find that

the coefficient changes substantially across samples, with a significant negative correlation

in the full and in the divergence sample and a positive but not significant coefficient in the

convergence sample. We believe that this result connects well to our simulation experiments:

A positive bias among converging and a negative bias among diverging countries. These

regressions show that the aid normalization choice matters. We get a positive and highly

significant relation between aid and growth when using total aid, and we get a negative and

highly significant relation between aid and growth when we use the aid-to-GDP ratio, and

the coefficient differences between the divergence and convergence sample are consistent with

the directions of the ANB found in our simulation exercises. Since these regressions do not

control for any variables that may affect growth, our simulation exercises suggest that the

ANB in the regressions that use the aid-to-GDP ratio is large.

Table 6: Cross-Section-OLS Regressions 1995–2014

Total Aid (log) Aid-to-GDP

Sample Full Conv. Div. Full Conv. Div.

(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI)

Aid 0.45∗∗∗ 0.16 0.25∗∗∗ -0.08∗∗∗ -0.02 -0.03∗∗∗

(0.10) (0.11) (0.08) (0.02) (0.03) (0.01)

Initial GDPpc (log) -0.34∗ -1.16∗∗∗ 1.04∗∗∗ -0.81∗∗∗ -1.32∗∗∗ 0.91∗∗

(0.18) (0.17) (0.31) (0.21) (0.16) (0.35)

Policy (WGI) 1.14∗∗∗ 0.27 0.56 0.89∗∗∗ 0.16 0.33
(0.34) (0.36) (0.54) (0.33) (0.30) (0.52)

Constant 3.08∗ 11.90∗∗∗ -7.94∗∗∗ 10.10∗∗∗ 14.29∗∗∗ -5.14∗

(1.72) (1.82) (2.52) (1.90) (1.55) (3.00)

N 148 76 72 148 76 72
R-squared 0.15 0.48 0.46 0.12 0.47 0.44
F statistic 8.07 32.19 27.73 9.19 31.60 20.41

Dependent variable is per capita GDP growth (PPP adjusted). Recipient level cluster-robust standard
error reported in parenthesis. Aid is measured in PPP adjusted USD. All regressions include period dummy
variables, which are not reported. Full, Conv., and Div. refers to the full sample, the sample of converging
and diverging countries respectively. Significance levels : ∗ : 10 ∗∗ : 5 percent ∗ ∗ ∗ : 1 percent.

These univariate regressions clearly suffer from omitted variable bias. The most obvious
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one relates to poverty selectivity, which occurs when donors allocate more aid to poorer

countries. In the convergence sample, we know there is a negative correlation between initial

income and growth, whereas in the divergence sample this correlation is positive. If aid

indeed is given selectively depending on income per capita then the estimates in Table 5 are

biased – an upward bias in the convergence sample and a downward bias in the divergence

sample. In addition, to properly control for poverty-selectivity seems more important for

the diverging sample as this sample includes initially poor countries that have not grown

between 1995 and 2014. Another potential omitted variable bias may have to do with the

fact that many donors allocate aid policy-selectively. And if better policies increase growth

then some of the effect of aid on growth found in Table 5 should be attributed to better

policies instead of aid.12 For these reasons, Table 6 includes a control for initial income per

capita and policy. For our policy variable we use the World Bank Governance Indicators

(WGI). Our measure is calculated by taking the average between “Control of Corruption,”

“Rule of Law,” and “Government Efficiency.” Note that these measures are expressed as

z-scores. Table 6 reveals that we continue to find a positive relationship between aid and

growth after controlling for policy and initial income per capita when we use total aid as our

aid measure. We also continue to find a negative correlation between aid and growth when

we use the aid-to-GDP ratio as our aid measure. Also, note that the aid-to-GDP coefficients

between Table 5 and 6 change as predicted as they decrease in the convergence sample and

increase in the divergence sample.

In all the subsequent tables shown in this paper, we analyze the aid growth relationship

by dividing our data into 4-year panels. Averaging is done in order to smooth out business

cycle shocks.13 We also include many more controls using a specification that comes closer

to the one used in Burnside and Dollar (2000). For example, we add policy controls such

as openness and inflation, and M2/GDP lagged. All this data is taken from the World

12In contrast, if policy-selective aid provides incentives for recipient countries to improve policies, then
controlling for policy removes one channel through which aid affects growth.

13In Annen, Batu, and Kosempel (2016) we show that productivity shocks easily dominate aid shocks,
which highlights the importance of averaging in order to smooth out business cycle shocks.
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Table 7: OLS, 4-year panel with non-lagged aid

Total Aid (log) Aid-to-GDP

(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI)

Aid 0.45∗∗∗ 0.55∗∗∗ 0.44∗∗∗ -0.03 -0.03 0.04
(0.08) (0.10) (0.13) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Initial GDPpc (log) 0.01 -0.36 -0.44∗ -0.27 -0.70∗∗∗ -0.57∗∗

(0.19) (0.24) (0.25) (0.24) (0.26) (0.25)

Policy (WGI) 0.74∗∗ 0.84∗∗ 0.80∗∗ 0.45 1.06∗∗ 0.81∗∗

(0.30) (0.38) (0.38) (0.31) (0.41) (0.40)

Life Expectancy 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.04
(0.04) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05)

Openness 0.02∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.01∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Inflation -0.00 -0.00 0.00 -0.00
(0.01) (0.01) (0.00) (0.01)

M2/GDP lagged -0.02∗∗∗ -0.02∗∗∗ -0.02∗∗∗ -0.02∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Political Stability (WGI) 0.23 0.33 -0.25 0.30
(0.27) (0.28) (0.25) (0.29)

EAP -0.84∗ -0.90∗ -0.45 -1.00∗

(0.48) (0.48) (0.55) (0.52)

SSA -0.96 -0.98 -1.19∗ -1.06
(0.65) (0.67) (0.69) (0.69)

Population (log) 0.14 0.44∗∗∗

(0.12) (0.10)

Constant -0.58 0.45 -0.56 4.73∗∗ 7.48∗∗ -2.00
(1.90) (3.02) (3.20) (2.22) (3.00) (3.88)

N 588 588 588 588 588 588
R-squared 0.14 0.21 0.21 0.09 0.15 0.19
F statistic 18.67 12.81 12.26 12.98 8.58 10.67

Dependent variable is per capita GDP growth (PPP adjusted). Recipient level cluster-robust standard
error reported in parenthesis. Aid is measured in PPP adjusted USD. All regressions include period dummy
variables, which are not reported. Significance levels : ∗ : 10 ∗∗ : 5 percent ∗ ∗ ∗ : 1 percent.

Development Indicators. We also include a control for political stability, which we take from

the World Governance Indicators. Finally, we include a Sub-Saharan Africa dummy and

East Asia Pacific dummy to control for geography.

In Table 7 – our main table –, we observe that our aid measure is robust to these additional

controls when we use total aid. When we use the aid-to-GDP ratio, we find that the aid

coefficient changes across specifications but it is not significant with the additional controls.

We also ran the aid-to-GDP ratio regressions with a square term as this is often done in

studies that use the aid-to-GDP ratio. With a square term and the regression specification
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used in Column (V), the aid coefficient decreases to -0.12 with a p-value of 0.108 and the

coefficient on the square term is positive but not significant. Notice also that Column (III)

and (VI) add the log of total population in order to control for the size of the economy.

Again, we find that our aid coefficient hardly changes when we use total aid. In contrast,

when using the aid-to-GDP ratio, the aid coefficient is now positive but not significant.

Surprisingly, the coefficient on population is highly significant when we use the aid-to-GDP

ratio and it is not significant when we use total aid. This is puzzling but may explain why

population is often used as an instrument in IV estimation in aid effectiveness studies.14

A sensitivity analysis was conducted and revealed that our main result does not depend

on whether we exclude or include the two outliers Equatorial Guinea and Liberia in our

regression. Also, our results are robust to changes in the time period length when creating

regression panels. For example, Burnside and Dollar (2000) uses 4 year periods whereas Ra-

jan and Subramanian (2008) uses 5 year panels. When we repeated the regressions reported

in our main Table 7, but with 5-year instead of 4-year averages, we observed that our results

are robust to this change. Specifically, we found that the coefficient is almost the same when

using total aid, whereas when using the aid-to-GDP ratio we still find that the coefficient is

positive or negative depending on whether we control for population or not.

Note also that in an Appendix to this study we show replication results for two influential

papers in the aid literature, namely Burnside and Dollar (2000) and Rajan and Subramanian

(2008). These papers cover the years between 1970 and 1997, and 1961 and 2000, respectively.

These replications show that the aid normalization choice affects the results. In all regressions

we find larger and sometimes statistically significant aid coefficients when using the log of

total aid, which is in line with our conjecture that using aid-to-GDP very likely introduces

a negative bias.

14See Clemens, Radelet, Bhavnani, and Bazzi (2012) for an interesting discussion of this point.
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4.1 Lagging Aid and Controlling for Fixed Effects

Clemens, Radelet, Bhavnani, and Bazzi (2012) argue that one should use lagged aid as a

simple remedy for potential reversed causality bias as “current growth is likely to affect

current aid.” However, lagging the aid variable can also help to reduce the ANB. With

lagged aid-to-GDP, any shock that affects current growth rates will no longer show up in

the aid measure as the GDP used in the aid measure is lagged by one period. Lagging the

aid measure may reduce the aid normalization bias if growth shocks are uncorrelated across

periods. However, if countries have persistent differences in their growth performance, then

lagging the aid measure has limited use in reducing this bias. Additionally controlling for

country fixed effects may then be a useful tool to further reduce this bias. As we have

seen in our experiments in Section 3, the ANB increases in the extent to which we fail to

properly control for all variables that affect economic growth. Of course, there are also

other reasons why controlling for country fixed effects is useful, as pointed out by Clemens,

Radelet, Bhavnani, and Bazzi (2012).

Table 8 reports the result of regressions that control for recipient country fixed effects and

that use lagged aid as the key independent variable. We observe now that aid is positively

and significantly related to growth in all the regressions, including the ones that use the

aid-to-GDP ratio. We also observe, that controlling for the size of the population does no

longer affect the aid-coefficient when using the aid-to-GDP ratio. Controlling for fixed effects

and lagging the aid measure by one period produces a large change in the aid coefficient

in the regression reported in Column (IV). This regression includes the least amount of

controls. This coefficient changes from a statistically insignificant negative value of -0.03 to

a statistically highly significant positive 0.08. This shift supports our predictions that we

produced using our simulation experiments.

Note that to isolate the individual effects that lagging the aid measure and controlling

for country fixed effects have on the estimated aid effectiveness coefficient it is necessary to

perform separate regressions with lagged aid and OLS and non-lagged aid and fixed effects,
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Table 8: FE, 4-year panel with lagged aid

Total Aid (log) Aid-to-GDP

(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI)

Aid (lagged) 0.80∗∗∗ 0.77∗∗∗ 0.75∗∗∗ 0.08∗∗∗ 0.08∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗

(0.29) (0.27) (0.26) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Initial GDPpc (log) -6.53∗∗∗ -6.61∗∗∗ -7.04∗∗∗ -5.96∗∗∗ -6.08∗∗∗ -6.48∗∗∗

(0.83) (0.75) (0.86) (0.79) (0.74) (0.86)

Policy (WGI) 1.14 0.31 0.10 1.24 0.35 0.18
(0.81) (0.81) (0.83) (0.79) (0.81) (0.83)

Life Expectancy 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.06
(0.07) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07)

Openness 0.03∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Inflation -0.02∗∗ -0.02∗∗ -0.02∗∗ -0.02∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

M2/GDP lagged -0.02∗ -0.03∗∗ -0.03∗∗ -0.03∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Political Stability (WGI) 0.42 0.46 0.44 0.48
(0.40) (0.40) (0.38) (0.38)

Population (log) -2.70 -2.39
(1.86) (1.95)

Constant 55.28∗∗∗ 53.74∗∗∗ 97.63∗∗∗ 55.03∗∗∗ 52.26∗∗∗ 91.33∗∗∗

(7.49) (8.59) (32.69) (7.03) (8.31) (34.31)

N 597 597 597 597 597 597
R-squared 0.27 0.35 0.35 0.26 0.34 0.34
F statistic 22.42 16.14 15.32 22.60 18.59 17.25

Dependent variable is per capita GDP growth (PPP adjusted). Recipient level cluster-robust standard
error reported in parenthesis. Aid is measured in PPP adjusted USD. All regressions include period dummy
variables, which are not reported. Significance levels : ∗ : 10 ∗∗ : 5 percent ∗ ∗ ∗ : 1 percent.

respectively. Although not reported here, these regression were performed and revealed that

when the aid-to-GDP is used, its estimated impact on growth is positive only if we both lag

aid and control for country fixed effects. Lagging the aid measure reduces the ANB when

growth shocks are temporary and are uncorrelated across periods, whereas controlling for

country fixed effects reduces the ANB associated with having missing explanatory variables

that have persistent long run effects on growth performance. The combination of lagging aid

and controlling for country fixed effect seems to reduce the ANB if we use the aid regressions

with total aid as our reference point. However, we would like to emphasize that using lagged

aid and country fixed effects may not be sufficient to remove the entire bias. Recall from

our simulation experiments that some of the ANB remained even after controlling for all
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variables affecting growth. Thus, we do not read these regression results as suggesting that

using lagged aid and controlling for country fixed effects will completely resolve the issue

raised in this paper. A result that we find worth highlighting is that the aid coefficient when

using total aid is fairly robust to all the changes we have introduced so far. In contrast,

results change substantially when using the aid-to-GDP ratio.

4.2 Aid and Growth in Low Income Countries

In this subsection we investigate whether our results hold up when reducing the sample to

low-income countries. We define a country as a low-income country when the GDP per

capita income of that country is below the median income in our full sample, which amounts

to 5055 PPP adjusted USD in 1995. Hereby we effectively remove all Eastern European

countries (among others) from our sample. We focus now on the low-income countries,

many of them in sub-Saharan Africa, because the public debate on “Why trying to help

poor countries might actually hurt them” often focuses on these countries. For example,

Moyo (2009) argues that aid is detrimental to sub-Saharan African countries.

Table 9 shows the results. We observe that we continue to estimate a strong positive

and statistically significant relationship between aid and growth when using total aid, and

we continue to observe a statistically insignificant relationship between aid and growth when

using the aid-to-GDP ratio. In these regressions, the coefficient is positive or negative

depending on whether we include a control for population or not as before. Interesting

is that the aid coefficient when using total aid increases quite a bit when changing from the

full to the low-income country sample. They increase from 0.55 to 0.75 or from 0.44 to 0.63

depending on whether we include a control for population or not. Thus, our main result is not

driven by the fact that the full sample includes richer countries, and in particular countries

in Eastern Europe. We observe a strong positive and statistically significant relationship

between aid and growth among low-income countries.

Table 10 repeats these regression but uses lagged aid and controls for country fixed effects
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Table 9: OLS, 4-year panel with non-lagged aid

Total Aid (log) Aid-to-GDP

(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI)

Aid 0.71∗∗∗ 0.75∗∗∗ 0.63∗ -0.06∗ -0.06 0.03
(0.15) (0.19) (0.34) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05)

Initial GDPpc (log) 0.60 0.04 0.03 0.27 -0.32 0.12
(0.42) (0.45) (0.44) (0.48) (0.55) (0.49)

Policy (WGI) 0.84 0.97 1.00 1.10∗ 1.78∗∗∗ 1.20∗

(0.57) (0.65) (0.65) (0.59) (0.64) (0.66)

Life Expectancy 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.04
(0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07)

Openness 0.01∗ 0.01∗ 0.00 0.01∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Inflation 0.01 0.01 0.02∗ 0.01
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

M2/GDP lagged -0.04∗∗∗ -0.04∗∗∗ -0.04∗∗∗ -0.04∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Political Stability (WGI) 0.30 0.34 -0.11 0.39
(0.40) (0.43) (0.39) (0.43)

EAP -1.06 -1.05 -0.86 -1.07
(0.73) (0.73) (0.88) (0.79)

SSA -1.32 -1.34 -1.73 -1.42
(1.08) (1.09) (1.07) (1.13)

Population (log) 0.11 0.58∗∗∗

(0.28) (0.16)

Constant -6.34 -2.07 -2.95 1.62 7.65 -7.36
(3.85) (5.80) (6.56) (4.15) (6.24) (7.93)

N 295 295 295 295 295 295
R-squared 0.17 0.23 0.23 0.10 0.18 0.23
F statistic 8.48 7.35 7.04 5.58 5.40 7.46

Sample of aid recipients with an income per capita below the median of all aid recipients and excluding
Equatorial Guinea and Liberia. Dependent variable is per capita GDP growth (PPP adjusted). Recipient
level cluster-robust standard error reported in parenthesis. Aid is measured in PPP adjusted USD. All
regressions include period dummy variables, which are not reported. Significance levels : ∗ : 10 ∗∗ : 5
percent ∗ ∗ ∗ : 1 percent.

as done in Table 8 for the full sample. Similar to our results when using the full sample, we

now find a statistically significant positive relationship between aid and growth in all the

regressions. Compared to the full sample, the point estimates all increase, which suggests

that the positive results found in the previous regressions are not driven by the fact that

this sample also includes richer countries. Again, the change in aid coefficient reported in

Column (IV) in the last two tables is large: From a significant negative coefficient of -0.06

when using current aid and no fixed effects to a highly significant positive coefficient of
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Table 10: FE, 4-year panel with lagged aid

Total Aid (log) Aid-to-GDP

(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI)

Aid (lagged) 1.27∗∗ 1.24∗∗ 1.16∗∗ 0.10∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗∗ 0.08∗∗

(0.58) (0.49) (0.45) (0.04) (0.03) (0.03)

Initial GDPpc (log) -5.73∗∗∗ -5.77∗∗∗ -6.72∗∗∗ -4.90∗∗∗ -5.00∗∗∗ -6.04∗∗∗

(0.96) (0.87) (1.10) (0.92) (0.86) (1.15)

Policy (WGI) 0.86 0.09 -0.16 1.04 0.21 -0.06
(1.18) (1.15) (1.20) (1.12) (1.12) (1.18)

Life Expectancy -0.02 0.06 0.02 0.10
(0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.10)

Openness 0.04∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02)

Inflation -0.04∗∗ -0.04∗∗∗ -0.03∗∗ -0.03∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01)

M2/GDP lagged -0.02 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Political Stability (WGI) 0.25 0.22 0.22 0.19
(0.59) (0.58) (0.58) (0.57)

Population (log) -5.37 -5.61
(3.70) (3.97)

Constant 40.08∗∗∗ 38.86∗∗∗ 128.19∗∗ 41.75∗∗∗ 38.75∗∗∗ 132.09∗

(8.41) (9.10) (62.25) (7.50) (8.82) (67.03)

N 295 295 295 295 295 295
R-squared 0.25 0.33 0.34 0.25 0.32 0.34
F statistic 9.33 8.80 9.36 9.21 11.61 11.86

Sample of aid recipients with an income per capita below the median of all aid recipients and excluding
Equatorial Guinea and Liberia. Dependent variable is per capita GDP growth (PPP adjusted). Recipient
level cluster-robust standard error reported in parenthesis. Aid is measured in PPP adjusted USD. All
regressions include period dummy variables, which are not reported. Significance levels : ∗ : 10 ∗∗ : 5
percent ∗ ∗ ∗ : 1 percent.

0.10 when using lagged aid and controlling for country fixed effects. Column (IV) reports

regression results of a regressions with the least controls, and our experiment suggests that

in these regressions the ANB will be the largest. The large change in the coefficient between

these two tables supports this finding.

5 Conclusions

The common practice in the aid effectiveness literature has been to normalize (or scale) aid

by dividing it by GDP. This practice started with the first aid-growth regression that we
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are aware of, and (perhaps) for consistency carried forward into the literature that followed.

However, in the present paper, we show that using aid-to-GDP ratios introduces econometric

problems that most likely bias the results against finding a positive effect of aid on growth -

we have referred to this as the aid normalization bias (ANB). We demonstrate the presence

of the bias in several ways: First, we generated artificial data from a growth model that

was constructed so that aid had no actual effect on GDP growth. However, we found that

aid-growth regressions performed on the artificial data displayed strong (usually negative)

correlations between aid and growth, when the dependent variable was the aid-to-GDP ratio.

A negative correlation (or bias) between growth and aid-to-GDP exists in the artificial data

because an economy that grows quickly will tend have a relatively high income level, and

therefore a relatively low aid-to-GDP level.

In our empirical analysis covering the years between 1995 and 2014 we confirm that our

findings are robust to various alterations of the data and statistical analysis. The only time

we find a strong positive correlation between the aid-to-GDP ratio and growth is when using

a fixed effect estimator with lagged aid. However, even though lagging aid and controlling for

country fixed effects may reduce the ANB, these two procedures very likely will not remove

the entire bias. Our analysis shows that the aid normalization choice affects the results. The

scaling procedure of dividing aid levels by the size of the economy, as has been typically done

in the aid effectiveness literature, will create a bias against finding a positive effect of aid

on growth. This finding has important policy implications, because the academic literature

that has investigated the economic impact of foreign aid has been very influential. In future

research, we recommend that aid effectiveness studies use total aid instead of aid-to-GDP.
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Appendix: A Replication of Two Influential Aid Studies

In this section we show that the aid normalization choice affects the results of two studies that

has been very influential in the aid debate: Burnside and Dollar (2000) (BD) and Rajan and

Subramanian (2008) (RS). We begin with the BD study, however, instead of using their original

data we use the updated data set that Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2004) (ELR) used in their

critique of the BD study. ELR replicate BD based on several samples. For our replication we use

their most comprehensive sample, which covers the years between 1970 and 1997. The results for

this sample are reported on the last three rows in Table 2 in ELR (p. 777).

Column (I) in Table 11 shows the replication result with the Aid∗Policy coefficient being iden-

tical to the one reported in Table 2 in ELR. Column (II) shows the same regression but without the

aid-policy interaction term and using a reduced sample that eliminates the 20 observations with

a negative aid value. Since our preferred aid measure is the log of total aid, we drop these obser-

vations. We confirm that there is no statistically significant correlation between aid and growth

when using aid-to-GDP ratios in this reduced sample. The remaining three columns in Table 11

use the log of total aid instead of the aid-to-GDP ratio. We find in all three regressions a positive

and statistically significant correlation between aid and growth. Column (III) uses the exact same

specification as Column (II) but uses total aid instead of the aid-to-GDP ratio. The aid coefficient

is now positive and significant at the 5% level. Column (IV) includes an aid-policy interaction

term. We do not find any evidence that the correlation between aid and growth increases in policy.

Finally, Column (V) includes the log of total population as an additional control. Combined with

initial income per capita this measure controls for the size of an economy. Thus, the aid coefficient

relates to the relationship between aid and growth for recipients holding income per capita and

population constant. We find that our aid estimate does not change much compared to Column

(III). Notice that this is expected when population size does not affect growth, a prediction many

standard growth models make. Thus, we conclude that there is a positive and statistically signif-

icant relationship between aid and growth but this relationship does not change as policy levels

change. Clearly, the aid normalization choice affects the result.

In order to get better sense of the data, it is useful to analyze Figure 4, which shows a scatter plot
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Table 11: Aid and Growth (Burnside-Dollar Regression)

Aid-to-GDP Aid (log)

(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V)

Aid 0.08 0.15 0.38∗∗ 0.50∗ 0.33∗

(0.12) (0.13) (0.16) (0.26) (0.19)

Aid*policy 0.05 -0.08
(0.06) (0.12)

Log initial GDP per capita 0.02 -0.06 0.27 0.29 0.29
(0.43) (0.47) (0.51) (0.51) (0.50)

Ethnic 0.03 0.13 -0.28 -0.28 -0.51
(0.70) (0.74) (0.76) (0.76) (0.80)

Assassinations -0.37 -0.38 -0.39 -0.39 -0.41
(0.25) (0.27) (0.26) (0.27) (0.26)

Ethnic*Assassinations 0.14 0.19 0.17 0.16 0.19
(0.65) (0.67) (0.66) (0.66) (0.67)

Sub-Saharan Africa -1.47∗∗ -1.41∗∗ -0.94 -0.91 -0.76
(0.65) (0.66) (0.69) (0.70) (0.67)

Fast-growing E. Asia 1.58∗∗∗ 1.36∗∗ 1.05∗ 1.08∗∗ 0.92∗

(0.52) (0.53) (0.54) (0.54) (0.55)

Institutional Quality 0.26∗∗ 0.22∗ 0.24∗ 0.22∗ 0.23∗

(0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.13)

M2/GDP lagged 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Policy 0.89∗∗∗ 1.09∗∗∗ 1.10∗∗∗ 2.65 1.12∗∗∗

(0.19) (0.15) (0.15) (2.31) (0.16)

Log total Population 0.14
(0.18)

Constant 0.44 0.88 -8.25 -10.54 -9.66∗

(3.10) (3.41) (5.69) (6.81) (5.39)

N 356 336 336 336 336
R-squared 0.32 0.32 0.33 0.33 0.33
F statistic 15.84 15.68 15.67 14.58 14.94

Dependent variable is per capita GDP growth (PPP adjusted). Robust standard error reported in paren-
thesis. All regressions include period dummy variables, which are not reported. Column (I) uses the same
sample as the “All developing countries including outliers” in Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2004). All
other columns use a reduced sample that removes observations with negative aid values. Aid is measured in
PPP adjusted USD. Significance levels : ∗ : 10 ∗∗ : 5 percent ∗ ∗ ∗ : 1 percent. Data Source: Easterly,
Levine, and Roodman (2004).

of the data used in the regression reported in Table 11. Income per capita in 1970 is plotted on the

horizontal axis and average growth between 1970 and 1997 on the vertical one. The dashed straight

lines drawn at the mean level of income per capita and growth respectively divide the scatter plot

in four quadrants. First, we observe that this plot for unconditional convergence does not show

any evidence of convergence among aid recipients. If anything, these countries are diverging, which
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Figure 4: Test for Unconditional Convergence (BD)

Table 12: Descriptive Statistics by Quadrant (BD)

Q-I Q-II Q-III Q-IV

Number of Countries 14 15 18 15
Share of Population 14% 7% 14% 65%
Share of Total Aid 16% 11% 22% 51%
Avg. Aid per Capita 22.7 USD 20.1 USD 21.4 USD 19.8 USD
Avg. Aid-to-GDP Ratio 0.8% 1.0% 2.8% 1.6%
Policy 1.6 1.2 1.1 1.7
Institutional Quality 5.3 4.3 3.9 4.0
Sub-Saharan Africa 7.1% 20.0% 83.3% 26.7%
Fast growing E. Asia 14.3% 0.0% 5.6% 13.3%

Data Source: Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2004).

can be easily verified by a regression that shows a positive but not significant coefficient for initial

income.

Table 12 produces descriptive statistics for the four quadrants displayed in Figure 4. We

observe that the number of countries are fairly evenly distributed across quadrants, with the low-

income-low-growth quadrant (III) having the highest number of countries. The population, in

contrast is very unevenly distributed among the four quadrants with the low-income-high-growth

quadrant (IV), with 65%, having the largest share by far. In contrast, quadrant III has mostly Sub-

Saharan African countries (83%) that have small populations, which explains why this quadrant

only accounts for 14% of the population among the aid receiving countries. The distribution of
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total aid reflects the distribution of the population as the quadrant with the highest population

receives the largest amount of aid (51%). However, when we calculate the average aid per capita

between 1970 and 1997, we see that this number is quite similar across quadrants with the low-

income-high-growth quadrant (IV) with 19.8 PPP adjusted USD per person receiving the lowest

amount and the high-income-high-growth quadrant (I) with 22.7 USD receiving the largest amount.

But the aid-to-GDP ratio, in contrast, shows stark differences: Among the low-income quadrants,

the high-growth quadrant (IV) has an average aid-to-GDP ratio of 1.62%, whereas the low-growth

quadrant (III) has a ratio of 2.75%. This difference is related to the difference in growth rates,

which deflates the aid measure for high-growth countries and inflates this measure for low-growth

countries. Notice also that the countries in the high growth quadrants received 67% of total aid,

whereas the countries in the low-growth quadrants received 33%. This evidence fails to reject the

hypothesis that aid is good for growth. We, however, observe that high-growth countries tend to

have higher policy levels and better institutional quality, which also may explain part of the better

growth performance. If aid is given policy selectively, then a simple correlation between aid and

growth will overstate the impact of aid on growth.15 It seems clear to us that in the empirical

framework used by BD it will be difficult to tease out aid effectiveness conditional on policy, when

aid is given conditional on policy.

In conclusion, differences in the aid-to-GDP ratios would suggest a negative bias as this measure

inflates the aid measure for low-growth countries and deflates it for high-growth countries. That

the BD regressions do not find a positive relationship between aid and growth, then, is not that

surprising. In contrast, when using total aid we find a positive and significant correlation between

aid and growth after controlling for policy, institutional quality, and fast growing East Asia.

Another influential aid effectiveness study is Rajan and Subramanian (2008) (RS). Given the

inconclusive results concerning the relationship between aid and growth in the existing literature,

RS propose to start fresh and to examine this question in a comprehensive manner. This includes

the development of an instrument that exploits the dyadic structure of the colonial past of most

developing countries to control for potential endogeneity related to aid. In our replication, we focus

15Notice that controlling for policy may understate the impact of aid on growth if policy-selective aid leads
to better policies in aid receiving countries.
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Table 13: RS Cross-Section Regressions

1961-2000 1991-2000

Aid-to-GDP Total Aid Aid-to-GDP Total Aid

OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS

Aid -0.06∗∗ 0.06 -0.16 -0.19 -0.01 -0.40∗∗ 0.25 0.73∗∗
(0.03) (0.06) (0.12) (0.19) (0.05) (0.18) (0.15) (0.33)

GDPpc -1.33∗∗∗ -1.17∗∗∗ -1.33∗∗∗ -1.34∗∗∗ -1.15∗∗ -2.23∗∗∗ -0.90∗ -0.38
(0.28) (0.35) (0.32) (0.29) (0.56) (0.63) (0.52) (0.58)

Policy 1.79∗∗∗ 1.62∗∗∗ 1.68∗∗∗ 1.68∗∗∗ -0.16 -0.06 -0.19 -0.20
(0.43) (0.60) (0.55) (0.50) (0.55) (0.66) (0.53) (0.49)

Life Exp. 0.02 0.06∗∗ 0.03 0.03 0.15∗∗ 0.04 0.16∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗
(0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.06) (0.08) (0.06) (0.05)

Geogr. 0.35∗∗ 0.53∗∗∗ 0.47∗∗∗ 0.47∗∗∗ 0.69∗ 0.19 0.53 0.30
(0.13) (0.17) (0.15) (0.14) (0.41) (0.38) (0.41) (0.41)

I.Qual. 3.94∗∗ 4.56∗∗∗ 4.47∗∗∗ 4.50∗∗∗ 2.95 6.57∗∗ 3.15 3.49
(1.49) (1.53) (1.48) (1.41) (3.15) (3.23) (2.96) (2.75)

Infl. -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00∗∗∗ -0.00∗∗ -0.00∗∗∗ -0.00∗∗∗
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

M2 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02∗ -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.01
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

B.Bal. -0.01 0.02 -0.00 -0.00 0.20∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗ 0.23∗∗∗ 0.26∗∗∗
(0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.06) (0.09) (0.06) (0.05)

Revol. -1.26∗∗ -1.14∗∗ -0.98∗ -0.94∗ -0.49 -0.34 -0.56 -0.74
(0.51) (0.56) (0.53) (0.53) (0.65) (0.71) (0.63) (0.59)

Eth.Fr. -0.10 0.72 0.29 0.28 1.74 -0.16 1.71 1.32
(0.45) (0.55) (0.43) (0.39) (1.08) (1.27) (1.03) (0.98)

Constant 8.56∗∗∗ 4.65∗ 8.76∗∗∗ 9.09∗∗∗ -0.02 15.53∗∗ -4.20 -11.80∗∗
(1.61) (2.71) (2.27) (2.89) (4.00) (7.13) (4.13) (5.78)

N 74 74 74 74 70 70 69 69
R-squared 0.77 0.66 0.75 0.75 0.63 0.35 0.63 0.60
F statistic 23.46 15.06 11.32 10.75

This table reports replication results for Table 2 (OLS) and Table 4 (2SLS) in RS in the Columns labeled “Aid-to-GDP.” The Columns labeled
“Total Aid” report the results when using the log of total aid (PPP adjusted) instead of Aid-to-GDP. Dependent variable is per capita GDP growth
(PPP adjusted). Robust standard error reported in parenthesis. All controls measured at initial level except for Geography, Institutional Quality,
Revolutions, and Ethnic Fractionalization. Controls for sub-Saharan Africa and East Asia Pacific are included but not reported. Significance levels
: ∗ : 10 ∗∗ : 5 percent ∗ ∗ ∗ : 1 percent. Data Source: Replication File AidData.

on the cross-country regressions, where their instrumental variable approach arguably has most

bite.16 We replicate their regression with the longest and shortest time span covering the years

1961–2000 and 1991–2000 respectively. The results are shown in Table 13.

For the long-run regressions covering the years between 1961 and 2000 we find a negative

correlation between aid and growth when using the log of total aid, although this relationship

is statistically not significant, both using OLS and 2SLS. RS find a negative and statistically

significant relationship between aid and growth when using OLS. The scatter plot printed in their

article and then re-reprinted in the blog post mentioned earlier on how aid hurts the poor was drawn

from this regression. However, this relationship changes to a positive but statistically insignificant

one, when using the colonial past of recipient countries as an instrument for aid. We observe that

estimates change quite a bit when using aid-to-GDP ratios across estimation techniques but remain

robust when using the log of total aid. For the shorter time span between 1991 and 2000, the aid

normalization choice makes a difference. In the 2SLS regressions, the aid-coefficient is negative and

16In their panel analysis, this time-invariant instrument is of limited use (see Clemens, Radelet, Bhavnani,
and Bazzi, 2012)
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statistically significant when using aid-to-GDP and it is positive and statistically significant when

using the log of total aid.17 The same applies to the OLS results although these coefficients are

not statistically significant (the p-value for the aid coefficient in the OLS regression with total aid

is just a bit over 10%).

17Note that here we are not able to exactly replicate the 2SLS results in RS for this time span, even though
the result is very close. For example, the aid coefficient reported in Table 4 in RS equals -0.389 whereas ours
is -0.40. There are also small differences for other coefficients.
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